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Vertex Route let’s you manage your automated workflows faster and easier with its simple and intelligent routing functions.
Save time, money, and comply with HIPAA regulations. Customize your workflow utilizing Route’s intelligent configurable rules sending to a multitude of
destinations.

Robust routing capabilities
Define simple or sophisticated rules incorporating DICOM tags and/or date/time schedules

Send studies to any destination
Automatically route DICOM studies, based on the configured rules, to any combination of CD, SHARE, SDS,
PACS, Archive/VNA, etc.

Create custom rules
Using AND, OR, and NOT Boolean operators create custom rules for routing data to its desired device and/or its destination.

Encrypt the studies
Encrypt the data to comply with DICOM and FIPS 140-2 requirements. The required password can be generated
by three different methods, depending on preferred workflow (pre-set, DICOM tag, random).

Auto De-Identification
Automatically de-identify the DICOM dataset being routed. Tags (both standard and private) are selected in the configuration
files and can be populated with default values.

Track all activity
Track all routing transactions in the Vertex Host database for HIPAA compliance. Custom reports can be generated by institutions for periodic reporting.

Workflow simplifications
Minimize operator responsibility and reduce human errors with predefined routing rules.

Vertex Platform

Cloud-brokered medical
data sharing

Add Paper Film, Digital Images and
Documents to PACS- scan paper or
film and include images and
documents in studies

Medical imaging made easy- the most affordable, scalable medical data systems

Automated DICOM CD
burners plus CD importing

Reconcile Incoming DICOM and
Proprietary Studies- Import
DICOM and proprietary data from
CDs and removable media

Post-process and convert
exiting video files to DICOM

Manually send to local CD burner,
removable media, and drives

Compact, economical video
recorder integrated with
Vertex Video

Securely send studies using
DICOM TLS with no VPN

Scheduled, Intelligent routing to
any device

REVIEWER
Manage internally and externally generated DICOM and non-DICOM medical images within your role and workflow with Reviewer.
Reviewer CD

Reviewer MD

Reviewer Admin

View and browse files on every CD
(DICOM and proprietary) with this easyto-use, FREE DICOM viewer software

Burn, view, store, import, and share
studies from a variety of sources; send
to a printer or create an encrypted
DISC on the fly

View, import, burn, share, scan,
re-identify, encrypt, and MORE;
do it all with this Master Edition
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